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Bimetallic nanoparticles remain a promising avenue to achieve highly reactive catalysts. In this contribution,

we demonstrate the use of a photoswitchable peptide for the production of PdAu bimetallic nanoparticles

at a variety of Pd : Au ratios. Using this peptide, the biomolecular overlayer structure can be switched

between two different conformations (cis vs. trans) via light irradiation, thus accessing two different surface

structures. The composition and arrangement of the materials was fully characterized, including atomic-

level analyses, after which the reactivity of the bimetallic materials was explored using the reduction of

4-nitrophenol as a model system. Using these materials, it was demonstrated that the reactivity was

maximized for the particles prepared at a Pd :Au ratio of 1 : 3 and with the peptide in the cis conformation.

Such results present routes to a new generation of catalysts that could be remotely activated for on/off

reactivity as a function of the ligand overlayer conformation.

Introduction

Catalytic nanoparticles (NPs) have been employed for
numerous chemical reactions, including heterogeneous and
pseudo-homogeneous systems.1,2 Notably, monometallic NPs
can catalyze a variety of reactions ranging from olefin
hydrogenation3–6 and CO oxidation,7,8 to C–C coupling
reactions.9,10 The efficient reactivity of metal NPs is typically
attributed to their small size, leading to a high surface to
volume ratio that maximizes metal exposure. While changes
in reactivity are anticipated from monometallic NPs based
upon the metal identity, enhanced reactivity can be achieved
when multiple metals are incorporated into a single
material.10–14 For instance, bimetallic NPs produced using Pd
and Au have demonstrated enhanced reactivity as compared
to their monometallic counterparts.11,15–17 This effect can be

explained by two factors: electronic changes in the NP and
the geometric arrangement of atoms within the material. For
PdAu specifically, the more electronegative Au pulls electron
density from the Pd, thus changing the electronic structure of
the material, leading to enhanced reactivity for the bimetallic
NPs.

While the catalytic reactivity is typically driven by the
metallic component, for unsupported NPs, ligands must be
present on the particle surface to prevent material
aggregation.18 A variety of different ligands have been employed
ranging from organic to biological molecules.18,19 In most cases,
the ligands employed are largely static and covalently bound,
thus producing a rigid overlayer that diminishes reactivity by
hindering access to the surface active sites. Recently, we have
demonstrated that peptide-based ligands are capable of
generating a dynamic overlayer that can reversibly reconfigure
between two different conformations using light as a trigger.20,21

As such, this alters surface accessibility between the two ligand
configurations, resulting in altered reactivity.22–24 To achieve
peptide reconfiguration, a photoswitch was integrated into a
materials binding sequence, where optical switching between
the cis and trans conformation of the photoswitch led to
changes in the peptide overlayer structure on the NP surface.
This was previously demonstrated using monometallic Au, Ag,
and Pd NPs passivated with a peptide–photoswitch hybrid,
giving rise to altered material reactivity as a function of the
metal composition, peptide overlayer conformation (e.g. trans or
cis), and the position of the photoswitch within the peptide
sequence.22–24
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Herein, the generation of catalytically reactive bimetallic
PdAu NPs with a dynamic, optically responsive biological ligand
layer was investigated and compared to the previously reported
monometallic counterparts. The peptide–photoswitch hybrid
was achieved through the conjugation of the AuBP1 peptide
(WAGAKRLVLRRE), previously identified with affinity for Au,25

with an azobenzene-based photoswitch moiety.26 Using this
hybrid, the preparation of PdAu bimetallic NPs was investigated
that varied the Pd :Au ratio. Each system was fully characterized
using UV-vis spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), and X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (XAFS).
These results demonstrated that the system generated
bimetallic NPs where the two metals were fully alloyed together.
After assessing the dynamic reconfiguration of the peptide
overlayer, the catalytic capacity was probed via the reduction of
4-nitrophenol. From the catalytic studies, it was evident that
changes in the reactivity were present as a function of both the
bioligand overlayer structure (cis vs. trans) and the underlying
bimetallic composition. In this regard, the greatest degree of
reactivity was observed from the PdAu NPs prepared at a 1 : 3
Pd :Au ratio, while greater reactivity was generally observed for
the materials with the peptide overlayer in the cis conformation.
These results demonstrate two key factors: 1. the AuBP1 peptide
possesses inherent affinity to stabilize a wide composition of
noble metal materials (advancing to bimetallic compositions),
while allowing for dynamic overlayer reconfiguration, and 2.
peptide-based approaches can be employed to control the
reactivity of bimetallic NPs. From these studies, routes to
potentially achieving on/off reactivity through careful selection
of metal composition, bimetallic ratio, peptide sequence, and
photoswitch position could be possible.

Experimental
Materials

Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 4-nitrophenol (4-NP), and tri-
isopropyl silane were purchased from Alfa Aesar, while K2PdCl4
and HAuCl4 were purchased from Strem Chemicals, Inc. and
Acros Organics, respectively. NaBH4 was procured from
Millipore-Sigma. Methanol, acetonitrile, and N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) were sourced from BDH. Lastly,
piperidine, N,N-diisopropylethylamine, N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyl-
O-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)uranium hexafluorophosphate,
hydroxybenzotriazole, Wang resins, and
fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-protected amino acids were
purchased from Advanced Chemtech. All experiments were
carried out with ultrapure water (Millipore, 18.2 MΩ cm), and
all reagents were used without additional purification.

Peptide synthesis

Automated peptide synthesis using standard solid-phase
Fmoc protocols was employed on a TETRAS peptide
synthesizer (Creosalus). The peptides were cleaved from the
resin with a 90 : 3 : 5 : 2 mixture of TFA/ethanedithiol/
thioanisole/anisole for 4 h, and purification was achieved

through reverse phase HPLC (Waters Co. Delta 600 with 2498
UV-vis detector). The purified peptide was confirmed by ESI
mass spectrometry, lyophilized, and kept at −80 °C.

Azobenzene conjugation

Conjugation of the azobenzene photoswitch to the peptide was
achieved through standard thiol–maleimide conjugation
protocols following previously published methods.21,22 An
excess of the photoswitch was added to encourage the coupling
of a single peptide to the maleimide-modified azobenzene. The
peptide–photoswitch hybrid was isolated from the reaction
mixture through centrifuge filtration with Amicon Ultra-0.5
centrifugal filter devices with a 3000 NMWL cut off pore size
(Millipore). The remaining retentate was diluted with ∼2 mL of
water, lyophilized, and stored at −80 °C.

Bimetallic nanoparticle synthesis and photoswitching

Bimetallic NPs were prepared via coreduction of the metal
ions in the presence of the peptide. For this, five different
samples that varied the Pd : Au ratio were generated,
including Pd : Au ratios of 1 : 0, 3 : 1, 1 : 1, 1 : 3, and 0 : 1. The
production of the materials with a Pd : Au ratio of 3 : 1 is
described; however, identical approaches were employed to
prepare all of the structures that varied just the amount of
metal ions added to the reaction mixture. To generate the
materials, the peptide–photoswitch hybrid was dissolved in
water to a concentration of 0.25 mM to generate a stock
solution. From this, 2.0 mL of the peptide stock was diluted
with 2.96 mL of water. Next, 7.5 μL of 100 mM K2PdCl4 and
2.5 μL of 100 mM HAuCl4 was added. The reaction was
allowed to stir for 15 min on the bench top, allowing for the
metal ions to complex to the peptides. To reduce the metal
ions and form the NPs, 30 μL of NaBH4 (0.10 M, freshly
prepared) was added and the sample was gently mixed three
time via swirling by hand. The reaction was subsequently
allowed to sit for 1 h at room temperature, unperturbed, to
fully reduce.

Once prepared, photoswitching of the surface bound
peptide was processed. For trans to cis switching, the peptide-
capped NPs were irradiated with UV light (365 nm) for 30
min. Alternatively, cis to trans switching was achieved via
irradiation with visible white light for 30 min. The
photostationary state was achieved in both switching
experiments, which was confirmed through UV-vis analysis.

Characterization

Characterization of the NPs was performed on the samples
24 h after reduction. UV-vis analysis was conducted using an
Agilent 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer employing 1 cm
pathlength quartz cuvettes. TEM imaging was completed
using either a Tecnai F30 TEM by FEI operating at 300 kV or
a Talos-200FX TEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific), operated at an
accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Elemental mapping was also
performed by X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS)
using ChemiSTEM™ technology, which enables fast
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acquisition with high sensitivity and spatial resolution. The
samples were prepared by drop-casting 10 μL of the NP
solution onto carbon-coated copper TEM grids, which was
then allowed to dry.

XAFS spectroscopy was used to provide local chemical and
structural information for Au and Pd atoms in the bimetallic
NPs. The solution samples were sealed in a sample holder
and measured at the QAS beamline (7-BM) at the National
Synchrotron Light Source-II (NSLS-II) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory with the spot size of the beam equal to 4 mm (w)
× 2 mm (h). Au L2-edge (used instead of the Au L3-edge due
to a monochromator glitch in the L3-edge energy region) and
Pd K-edge X-ray absorption spectra were measured in
fluorescence mode using a PIPS detector. For each sample
and absorption edge at least 50 scans were collected. Au and
Pd foils were measured in the same experiments in reference
mode for energy calibration and alignment.

Catalytic analysis

The catalytic properties of the three bimetallic peptide-
capped NPs were evaluated through the reduction of
4-nitrophenol as a model reaction system following
previously established protocols.24 Briefly, 975 μL of water
and 450 μL of NP solution were combined in a quartz cuvette,
resulting in a 60 μM NP suspension based upon total metal
content. The particle solution was allowed to incubate for
∼10–15 min until the desired temperature was reached, at
which point 25 μL of freshly prepared NaBH4 (3.6 M) was
added, resulting in a 60 mM concentration. After a 10 min
incubation period, 50 μL of 4-nitrophenol (3.6 mM) was
mixed into the solution, resulting in a reaction concentration
of 120 μM substrate with a significant excess of NaBH4. UV-
vis analysis of the reaction progression was completed where
the substrate absorbance intensity at 400 nm was monitored
until reaction completion. Each reaction was performed in
triplicate where the average rate constants are reported ± one
standard deviation.

Results and discussion

To couple the azobenzene-based photoswitch into the AuBP1
peptide, thiol maleimide coupling was processed.21,22 Briefly,
the azobenzene molecule was modified with two terminal
maleimide groups to generate the maleimide–azobenzene–
maleimide (MAM) molecule, as previously described.21 To
incorporate this into to the peptide, a cysteine residue was
appended to the C-terminus of the AuBP1 sequence (termed
AuBP1C). Subsequent coupling between the thiol and MAM
was processed using a stoichiometric excess of MAM to
ensure a single coupling event. Once prepared, the AuBP1C-
MAM molecule was used to generate the inorganic NPs
(Scheme 1). For this, coreduction of Au3+ and Pd2+ at selected
ratios was processed in the presence of the peptide, leading
to a stable colloidal suspension of materials. The Pd : Au ratio
varied from 100% Pd to 100% Au where each individual
system is distinguished by the Pd : Au ratio used to prepare

the sample. For this, five samples were prepared at ratios of
1 : 0, 3 : 1, 1 : 1, 1 : 3, and 0 : 1 Pd : Au.

NP synthesis was initially examined at each major step with
UV-vis spectroscopy (Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. 1a (left panel) for
particles prepared at a 1 : 0 Pd : Au ratio, the peptide–

Scheme 1 Representation of peptide overlayer conformational
changes in response to peptide photoswitching, leading to changes in
catalytic performance.

Fig. 1 UV-vis analysis of peptide-based NP synthesis (left) and
photoswitching analysis of the azobenzene moiety of the peptide
bound to the NP (right) for the materials prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of
(a) 1 : 0, (b) 3 : 1, (c) 1 : 1, (d) 1 : 3, and (e) 0 : 1.
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photoswitch conjugate in water displayed a strong absorbance
centered at 336 nm and a weaker band at 450 nm (black
spectrum). These two absorbances are the signature features of
azobenzene, arising from the π–π* and n–π* transitions,
respectively.26 Upon Pd2+ metal ion addition and complexation
to the peptide (red spectrum), no major changes in absorbance
were noted as compared to the peptide solution; however, a
shoulder band at 275 nm was observed, likely arising from a
ligand to metal charge transfer band between Pd and Cl.27 After
reduction and NP formation (blue spectrum), an increase in
absorbance toward lower wavelengths was observed, consistent
with particle formation.28 Additionally, the π–π* transition of
the azobenzene moiety also was observed in the sample. Note
that the n–π* azobenzene transition was not visible in the NP
sample due to the inherent absorbance of the materials.
Interestingly, the absorbance at 275 nm remained after
reduction, suggesting that a portion of the Pd2+ ions remained
unreduced and complexed with Cl−. Similar effects of
incomplete Pd ion reduction were previously noted for other
peptide-capped Pd NPs.29

For the preparation of the bimetallic materials at Pd : Au
ratios of 3 : 1, 1 : 1, and 1 : 3 (Fig. 1b–d), similar results as
compared to the monometallic Pd NPs were observed.
Comparatively, as the amount of Au in the sample increased,
the intensity of the Pd–Cl coordination peak at 275 nm after
reduction decreased, where it was not observed in the
materials prepared at a 1 : 3 Pd : Au ratio. Such effects are
anticipated as fewer Pd ions should be present in the sample.
Finally, for the monometallic Au NPs prepared at a Pd : Au
ratio 0 : 1 (Fig. 1e), no localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) band was noted for the reduced materials (blue
spectrum), indicating that the particles are likely to be quite
small in size.

Following NP production, the photoswitch functionality
was examined via UV-vis spectroscopy. Under irradiation with
either UV or white light, the azobenzene component of the
biomolecule can isomerize from trans-to-cis or cis-to-trans,
respectively.20,21,26 To confirm the photoswitching process,
the intensity of the 336 nm peak can be monitored. To this
end, the 336 nm peak intensity will decrease during trans to
cis switching; however, the intensity will increase during cis
to trans switching. For the peptide-capped NPs prepared at a
Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 0 (Fig. 1a, right panel), changes in the
absorption intensity after photoswitching were examined. As
anticipated, the intensity of the π–π* peak decreased under
UV light; however, after illumination of the sample with
visible light, the 320 nm peak return to its original intensity.
Such photo-based switching effects were observed across all
of the other NPs prepared at the different Pd : Au ratios
(Fig. 1b–e, right panel), confirming that the photoswitch
remained active once bound to the NP surface, regardless of
the material composition.

TEM analysis of the prepared NPs was completed to
observe the overall structure of the materials, as presented in
Fig. 2. For the Pd NPs prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 0
(Fig. 2a), spherical structures were observed with an average

diameter of 4.5 ± 1.8 nm. For the PdAu bimetallic materials,
spherical NPs were again observed with diameters of 3.1 ±
1.1, 2.8 ± 1.2, and 3.1 ± 1.3 nm for the structures prepared at
Pd : Au ratios of 3 : 1, 1 : 1, and 1 : 3, respectively. Finally, for
the monometallic Au NPs generated at a Pd : Au ratio of 0 : 1,
particles with an average diameter of 2.1 ± 1.0 nm were
noted. For all samples, analysis of >100 particles was used to
identify the average particle sizes, as shown in the

Fig. 2 TEM analysis of the peptide-capped NPs prepared at a Pd : Au
ratio of (a) 1 : 0, (b) 3 : 1, (c) 1 : 1, (d) 1 : 3, and (e) 0 : 1. The left panel
presents the TEM image, while the right panel presents the particle size
histogram. Insets display a high resolution TEM image of the indicated
sample.
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histograms of Fig. 2. High-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) of the
bimetallic PdAu NPs is also included as insets of Fig. 2b–d.
For each system, crystallinity of the NPs is evident from the
lattice fringes revealed in the images in the insets.

To gain an understanding on the Pd–Au composition in
the final bimetallic NPs, XEDS mapping of the structures
prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 3 : 1 was processed. Fig. 3
presents the high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image of
the particles, where the Au and Pd maps of the particles are
displayed in red and green, respectively. Overlaying of the
maps demonstrates localization of both Pd and Au in the
NPs, confirming that both elements were present within the
material. While EDS mapping did confirm the co-localization
of the Pd and Au in the NPs, it could not provide the atomic
organization of the different metal atoms within the
individual particles nor did it allow for quantification the
composition of Pd and Au within the particles.

To elucidate the atomic structure of the PdAu materials,
XAFS spectroscopy was used to provide local chemical and
structural information for the Au and Pd atoms in the
bimetallic materials. X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) spectra at the Au L2-edge and Pd K-edge are shown
in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. In all samples, Au appears to
be in the zerovalent state, based on the similarity of the
features in the peak maximum (white line) region. After
background subtraction and edge-step normalization, the
EXAFS data were converted to k-space. The k2-weighted
spectra (ESI,† Fig. S1) were Fourier transformed to r-space
(Fig. 4c). The split peak between 1.5 and 3.5 Å in the EXAFS

spectrum of the Au foil standard represents the nearest
neighboring Au–Au bond. With the increase of Au in the
materials, the intensity of the left peak increases and the
right peak decreases (Fig. 4c), consistent with the change in
the Pd : Au ratio towards Au-rich material.

XANES data at the Pd K-edge (24.35 keV) show that Pd is
largely nonmetallic in the NPs, in contrast to the bulk Pd
(Fig. 4b). In the EXAFS spectra (Fig. 4d), the split peak
between 1.5 and 3.0 Å in the EXAFS spectrum of Pd foil
standard corresponds to the Pd–Pd first nearest neighboring
bond. For the bimetallic materials, a drastically different
local environment (on average) is evident through the broad
peak between 1.0 and 2.2 Å, likely to be caused by
predominant coordination of a low Z ligand, in agreement
with the trend shown in Pd K-edge XANES data (Fig. 4b). This
coordination by a low Z ligand is consistent with the
observation of a peak at 275 nm in the UV-vis spectra of the
bimetallic materials, consistent with Pd–Cl bonds.27

To model the local environment around Au and Pd in the
bimetallic samples, we used the Artemis program of Demeter
package (ESI† Fig. S2).30 For the Au L2-edge data analysis,
theoretical metal–metal contributions only were used, as
suggested by the data (Fig. 4c); however, for the Pd K-edge
data analysis, only metal–nonmetal contribution was
considered in the model. In addition to varying the
coordination numbers, corrections to the bond distances and
their mean square deviations, σ2, varied correction to the
photoelectron energy origin was also used in the fit. In order
to minimize the uncertainties and increase confidence in the
results, a multiple data set fitting model was used in which
the Au–Pd and Au–Au σ2 variables were constrained to be

Fig. 3 XEDS mapping analysis of the peptide-capped PdAu NPs
prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 3 : 1. The HAADF image of the NPs is
presented in the upper left, while the Au and Pd maps are presented in
red and green, respectively. An overlay of the Pd and Au regions is
shown in the bottom right, confirm colocalization of the two metals in
the NPs.

Fig. 4 XANES spectra at the (a) Au L2-edge and (b) Pd K-edge. Fourier
transform magnitudes of k2-weighted EXAFS spectra at the (c) Au L2-
edge (d) Pd K-edge.
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unique for each type of a pair but the same for all bimetallic
compositions. Furthermore, the best fit value (1.0) for the
amplitude reduction factor from analysis of Au foil was used
and fixed to that value in the fit of the bimetallic catalysts.
The fitting k-ranges and r-ranges are presented in the ESI†
(Table S1). For Pd edge data, the best fit value (0.74) was used
for the amplitude reduction factor from analysis of Pd foil
and fixed to that value in the fit of the bimetallic catalysts.
More fitting details are included in the ESI.†

The results are summarized in Table 1. As expected from
the trends in the raw data (Fig. 4c), as the amount of Au in
the sample decreases, the Au–Au coordination number (CN)
decreases and Au–Pd CN increases. However, because the Pd
edge data demonstrated that not all Pd atoms are in NPs, in
order to understand the distribution of Pd atoms in the
particles, the CNs of Au–Pd bonds within the NPs should be
used, not the ensemble-average Au–Pd CN obtained by our
fitting. To probe the distribution of our bimetallic materials,
we obtained the information of Pd-nonmetal CNs first. For
that, it was assumed that nonmetallic neighbors to Pd
originate from the unreduced precursor, K2PdCl4, and we
used the fraction of Pd atoms associated with Cl− to
understand the distribution of Pd in the NPs.31 We first
translated the measured CNPd–Cl in terms of the ratio of Pd
atoms in the PdAu NPs:

CNPd–Cl ¼ 4NPd–sol

NPd–sol þ NPd–np
(1)

y ¼ NPd–np

NPd–sol þ NPd–np
¼ 1 − CNPd–Cl

4
(2)

where NPd–sol is the total number of Pd in K2PdCl4, NPd–np is
the total number of Pd in PdAu NPs, and y is the fraction of
Pd atoms in the PdAu NPs with respect to the total number
of Pd atoms in the sample, NPd. The ratio xNP of Pd : Au in
PdAu NPs was calculated according to the eqn (3):

xNP ¼ NPd–np

NAu
¼ y ×NPd

NAu
(3)

where NAu is the total number of Au in the sample, all of
them – in the PdAu NPs. Finally, we combined the result
listed in Table 1 to decide whether the Pd and Au in the NP
was alloyed or segregated. Using a short-range order
parameter definition:32–34

α ¼ 1 − CNAu–Pd= CNAu–Pd þ CNAu–Auð Þ
xPd

(4)

where XPd is the actual concentration of Pd in PdAu NPs and
α is the Cowley order parameter, the degree of short-range
order or tendency to clustering can be investigated; if α > 0,
then the alloyed components tend to segregate and vice versa.
From the result in Table 1, we concluded that bimetallic NPs
prepared at Pd : Au ratios of 3 : 1 (α = −1.25), 1 : 1 (α = −1.04),
and 1 : 3 (α = −8.45) form a fully alloyed structure. Such
results are fully consistent with the EDS-mapping data that
confirmed the presence of both Pd and Au in the sample;
however, it provides atomically-resolved information
confirming the mixing of the two metals in the NP samples.

With confirmation of the structures of the different
peptide-capped NPs, the catalytic reactivity of the bimetallic
NPs was determined in both the trans and cis photoswitch
conformations. This reactivity was directly compared to the
reactivity for the monometallic Pd and Au NPs (1 : 0 and 0 : 1
ratios, respectively), which was previously reported.22,24 For
this, the model reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol
was studied (Fig. 5a), which takes place directly on the
particle metal surface following a Langmuir–Hinshelwood
mechanism.35 As such, this provides a direct method for
interrogating how the effects of the peptide interface
conformation and the bimetallic composition impact
catalysis. For the reaction using the cis-based materials, the
bimetallic NPs were irradiated to reach the cis
photostationary state. The reaction was subsequently run as
described. The half-lives of the monometallic Pd and Au NPs
capped with AuBP1C-MAM in the cis conformation are both
>67 h,22,24 thus the vast majority of the peptides will remain
in the cis conformation over the 10 min 4-nitrophenol
reduction reaction studied herein.

For this reaction, the bimetallic NPs in the appropriate
conformation are incubated with NaBH4 for 10 min, after
which the 4-nitrophenol substrate was added to the system,
initiating the reaction. It is important to note that the NaBH4

is in significant excess, thus the reaction is pseudo first order
with respect to the substrate, consistent with literature
precedent.24,35,36 The reaction is readily monitored using UV-
vis via the decrease in substrate absorbance at 400 nm
(Fig. 5b), from which plots of ln(A/A0) vs. time (A =
absorbance at time t, A0 = initial absorbance) can be used to
extract rate constants (kobs). Fig. 5c presents a comparison of
the ln(A/A0) vs. time plot for all of the different NPs studied
at a temperature of 20 °C with the peptide in the trans
conformation. From this qualitative comparison, it is evident
that significant differences in the reactivity are observed as a
function of material composition.

Table 1 EXAFS analysis results for the bimetallic PdAu NPs at the Au L2-edge and Pd K-edge. Other results include the actual ratio (xNP) of Pd :Au in the
PdAu NPs, the ratio of the coordination numbers of the Au–Au to Au–Pd pairs, and the short range order parameter (α)

Sample (Pd : Au) CN (Au–Au) CN (Au–Pd) CN (Pd–Cl) xNP ratio (Pd : Au) CN (Au–Au)/CN (Au–Pd) α

3 : 1 2.0 ± 1.6 3.2 ± 1.7 3.5 ± 0.6 0.375 0.63 ± 0.60 −1.25
1 : 1 4.1 ± 2.0 1.2 ± 0.7 3.5 ± 0.5 0.125 3.4 ± 2.6 −1.04
1 : 3 4.8 ± 2.2 0.9 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 0.5 0.017 5.3 ± 3.8 −8.45
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Using the plots of ln(A/A0) vs. time, abstraction of the rate
constants over a reaction temperature range of 15–35 °C was
processed for the bimetallic NPs in the trans and cis
conformation. These values were subsequently compared to
previously identified rate constants for the monometallic Pd
and Au systems.22,24 Comparing the kobs values at a
temperature of 20 °C with the peptide in the trans
conformation demonstrates a unique reactivity trend
(Fig. 6a). In this regard, for the Pd monometallic materials
prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 0, a rate constant of (14.7 ±
1.5) × 10−3 s−1 was reported,22 which increased to (27.1 ± 1.5)
× 10−3 s−1 for the bimetallic NPs prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of
3 : 1. As the Pd : Au ratio increased to 1 : 1 and 1 : 3, the kobs
values further increased to (32.1 ± 1.0) × 10−3 and (38.7 ±
0.01) × 10−3 s−1, respectively. Subsequently, for the
monometallic Au NPs prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 0 : 1, the
rate constant was substantially lower, with a value of (9.0 ±
1.3) × 10−3 s−1 as demonstrated previously.24 This trend
suggests that the materials prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 3
displayed maximal reactivity with the peptide in the trans

conformation. Such results were generally consistent at
higher temperatures, but with increased kobs values, as
anticipated. It is interesting to note, though, that for the NPs
prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 1, a linear increase in
reactivity was not observed with increasing temperatures,
especially at the highest temperature studied (35 °C, ESI,†
Table S2). This suggests that the NPs may not be stable at
elevated temperatures.

When the peptide was switched to the cis conformation, a
similar trend in kobs values was noted based upon the
material composition. As shown in Fig. 6b at a temperature
of 20 °C, the monometallic Pd materials (Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 0)
were shown to have a rate constant of (10.5 ± 1.5) × 10−3 s−1

from prior results.22 For the bimetallic materials, kobs values
of (33.2 ± 1.4) × 10−3, (32.0 ± 0.4) × 10−3, and (53.8 ± 2.0) ×
10−3 s−1 were noted for the Pd : Au samples of 3 : 1, 1 : 1, and
1 : 3 ratios, respectively. As anticipated, the reactivity greatly
diminished for the monometallic Au sample (Pd : Au ratio of
0 : 1), with a reported kobs of (4.2 ± 0.7) × 10−3 s−1.24 This trend
of maximum reactivity for the Pd : Au ratio 1 : 3 sample
remains for the particles in the cis conformation, where this
reactivity was slightly higher for the cis bimetallic NPs as
compared to their trans counterparts (vide infra). Similar to
the trans-based materials, increased reactivity was noted at
higher temperatures; however, the Pd : Au 1 : 1 NPs deviated
from the reactivity trend. These samples demonstrated
diminished reactivity as compared to the Pd : Au 3 : 1 sample
at higher temperatures; however, this is likely attributed to
NP instability under these elevated temperature conditions.

Taken together, as the amount of Au in the bimetallic
material increased, higher reaction rates were generally
observed. When the particles were prepared at the Pd : Au 3 :
1 ratio (Fig. 6 and ESI,† Table S2), the NPs with the cis
peptide conformation demonstrated a linear increase in kobs
values ranging from (24.4 ± 3.3) × 10−3 s−1 to (66.9 ± 1.6) ×
10−3 s−1 over a 15 °C to 35 °C temperature range. A less
substantial increase was noted for the same NPs with the
peptide overlayer in the trans conformation, where at 15 °C
the average rate constant was (21.4 ± 7.1) × 10−3 s−1, which
increased to (48.4 ± 9.2) × 10−3 s−1 at 35 °C (ESI,† Table S2).
From an Arrhenius plot of these analyses, an activation

Fig. 5 Catalytic analysis of the peptide-capped PdAu NPs. Part (a)
presents the model 4-nitrophenol reduction reaction. Part (b) displays
the change in the UV-vis spectrum of the reaction showing the
decrease in absorbance over time associated with substrate
consumption. Part (c) shows the change in absorbance of the reactions
catalyzed by the PdAu NPs as a function of time to determine
individual kobs values.

Fig. 6 Comparison of rate constants for the bimetallic peptide-
capped NPs prepared at the indicated ratios as a function of reaction
temperature for the peptides in the (a) trans and (b) cis conformations.
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energy of 29.2 ± 5.1 kJ mol−1 was calculated for the trans
isomer, which was smaller than the Ea for the cis state (36.3 ±
2.8 kJ mol−1). This suggests that another factor beyond the
activation energy drives the system as faster reactivity was
noted from the system with a greater Ea value. As such, the
pre-exponential factors (A) for both systems were determined
where values of 4.3 × 103 and 9.7 × 104 s−1 were identified for
the trans- and cis-based bimetallic NPs prepared at a Pd : Au
ratio of 3 : 1, respectively. From these Ea and A values, this
suggests that the system is dominated by the differences in
the pre-exponential factors between the particles in the cis
and trans conformation (Table 2).

The highest reaction rates for 4-nitrophenol reduction were
observed for the bimetallic particles prepared at a Pd : Au ratio
of 1 : 3 (Fig. 6). For this system, the rate constants ranged from
(28.6 ± 1.5) × 10−3 to (72.5 ± 0.3) × 10−3 s−1 from 15–35 °C for the
NPs with the peptide in the trans conformation and from (43.3
± 2.5) × 10−3 to (85.2 ± 2.0) × 10−3 s−1 for the same NPs with the
cis conformation of the bio-overlayer. For this system, the Ea
value was lower for the cis state (24.9 ± 2.1 kJ mol−1) compared
to the trans state (34.7 ± 1.8 kJ mol−1); however, the A value was
greater for the trans conformation (5.8 × 104 s−1) over the cis (1.5
× 103 s−1). In this specific situation, the system is dominated by
the activation energy differences, resulting in faster reactivity for
the NPs with the peptide in the cis configuration, which is the
opposite factor (Ea vs. A) as compared to the NPs prepared at a
Pd :Au ratio of 3 : 1. To this end, while both systems displayed
greater reactivity for the NPs with the cis-based peptide, the A
value was the dominating force for the Pd : Au 3 : 1 NPs, while
the activation energy was responsible for controlling the
reactivity for the Pd : Au 1 : 3 NPs. This suggests that the
reactivity differences between the cis vs. trans conformation can
be controlled by different factors based upon the NP
composition and potentially how it affects the peptide
conformation in the two isomerization states.

Finally for the NPs prepared at Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 1, clear
differences in reaction rate constants were observed,
suggestive of particle instability at elevated temperatures
(ESI,† Table S2). While the NPs with the peptide in the cis
conformation gave rise to a linear increase in kobs values over
the selected reaction temperature range ((29.3 ± 3.1) × 10−3

s−1 to (46.6 ± 3.5) × 10−3 s−1) a non-linear trend was observed

for the same NPs in the trans conformation. For the
trans-based materials, the kobs values did increase from (20.5
± 2.1) × 10−3 s−1 at 15 °C to 56.2 ± 2.2 s−1 at 25 °C; however,
as the temperature further increased to 35 °C, the reaction
rate decrease to 41.3 ± 5.5 s−1. This lack of linearity at
elevated temperatures indicates that the materials are
unstable at higher temperatures, which prevents calculation
of the Ea and A values. For the NPs with the peptides in the
cis conformation, an activation energy of 16.8 ± 2.9 kJ mol−1

and a preexponential factor of 3.3 × 101 s−1 were determined;
however, due to the lack of stability of the trans-based
materials, this suggests that the 1 : 1 NPs may be not directly
comparable to the other bimetallic materials.

When comparing the Ea and A values for the bimetallic
NPs reported herein with their monometallic counterparts
previously reported, such values are generally quite similar.
For instance, for the monometallic Au materials (Pd : Au ratio
of 0 : 1), substantially diminished reactivity was observed
compared to the bimetallic structures (Fig. 6). In this regard,
for the materials with the peptide in the trans and cis
configurations, Ea values of 23.0 ± 3.5 and 35.3 ± 4.0 kJ
mol−1, respectively, have been reported.24 In general, this
system is dominated by the activation energy where greater
reactivity for the trans material over the cis has been noted.
For the monometallic Pd structures, an Ea value of 30.9 ± 5.1
kJ mol−1 for the trans has been reported, which is higher than
the value for the cis structures (16.6 ± 2.9 kJ mol−1).22 This
system also demonstrated A values of 2.2 × 103 and 1.3 × 101

s−1 for the trans and cis-based materials, respectively.22 Since
these materials demonstrated greater reactivity for the cis
over trans configuration, this indicates that the activation
energy controls the overall reactivity of the materials.

With an understanding of the reactivity trends, the
recyclability of the materials for catalytic reactivity was
probed using the bimetallic materials prepared at a Pd : Au
ratio of 1 : 3. This system was chosen as it was noted to be
the most reactive. For this analysis, the reaction was
processed using the materials with the peptide in the trans
conformation over seven reaction cycles, where the reactivity
remained roughly equivalent after the seventh cycle (ESI,†
Fig. S3). This suggests that the bimetallic NPs retain the
reactivity over multiple catalytic reactions, which is highly
important for long term use.

While it is clear that greatest reactivity was observed for the
NPs with the peptides in the cis configuration with a Pd : Au
ratio of 1 : 3, it is important to compare these observations with
comparable materials. Several reports have focused on the use
of PdAu bimetallic NPs for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol.37–42

In all cases, the bimetallic materials outperformed their
monometallic counterparts. For instance, Ballauff and
coworkers employed PdAu bimetallic NPs that were embedded
within spherical polyelectrolyte brushes.38 Using this system,
they demonstrated maximum reduction of 4-nitrophenol using
the PdAu bimetallic NPs with a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 3. In separate
work, Wang et al. catalyzed the reaction using PdAu particles
that were supported on activated carbon.39 In this case, the

Table 2 Comparison of Ea and A values for the indicated PdAu bimetallic
peptide-capped NP catalysts

transa,b cisa,b

Pd : Au Ea (kJ mol−1) A (s−1) Ea (kJ mol−1) A (s−1)

1 : 0 30.9 ± 5.1 2.2 × 103 16.6 ± 2.9 1.3 × 101

3 : 1 29.2 ± 5.1 4.3 × 103 36.3 ± 2.8 9.7 × 104

1 : 1 — — 16.8 ± 2.9 3.3 × 101

1 : 3 34.7 ± 1.8 5.8 × 104 24.9 ± 2.1 1.5 × 103

0 : 1 23.0 ± 3.5 — 35.3 ± 4.0 —

a Data for the 1 : 0 sample previously reported from ref. 22. b Data for
the 0 : 1 sample previously reported from ref. 24.
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materials with a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 9 presented the highest
turnover frequency for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol. In both
cases, such results are quite consistent with the present study
that demonstrated maximum kobs values using the peptide-
capped particles with a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 3.

It is interesting to note that in separate work using PdAu
bimetallic NPs, materials with different Pd : Au ratios
displayed maximized 4-nitrophenol reduction efficiency. For
instance, Chen et al. demonstrated optimized reactivity using
PdAu NPs on graphene sheets with a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 1.37

Similarly, Fang et al. saw PdAu NPs prepared at a 1 : 1 ratio of
the metals displayed maximum reactivity compared to other
ratios.40 In this case, the materials were deposited onto
graphitic C3N4 nanosheets for colloidal stability. This
suggests that the underlaying material that the bimetallic
NPs interacts with can attenuate the catalytic reactivity,
especially when using highly conductive systems such as
graphene and C3N4. Such effects are also highlighted herein
using the peptides. In this case, differences in reactivity for
the same NP composition were noted based upon the
conformation of the bioligand overlayer structure (cis vs.
trans); however, the trend in bimetallic composition effects
were the same between both systems with maximum
reactivity at a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 3. This suggests that the
differences in reactivity based upon the cis/trans
conformation is likely an effect of the peptide conformational
structure.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the fabrication of PdAu bimetallic NPs with a
photoswitch/peptide hybrid biomolecule was demonstrated,
where the reactivity of the system is dependent upon both
the material composition and peptide conformation. Using
this approach, bimetallic structures were prepared wherein
the two metal components were alloyed together. Catalytic
analysis of the structure using the reduction of 4-nitrophenol
as a model system indicated that maximum reactivity was
achieved for the NPs prepared at a Pd : Au ratio of 1 : 3,
consistent with prior studies. This reactivity could be
modulated via photoswitch isomerization where enhanced
reactivity was observed for the NPs with the peptide in the cis
conformation. This was controlled through changes in either
the activation energy or pre-exponential factor of the system.
Taken together, these results provide pathways towards the
production of intriguing materials of various compositions
where their properties are tuneable via light-activation. Such
capabilities could prove to be important for a variety of
catalytic reactions, as well as other systems where having the
NP surface in two conformations could prove to be
advantageous (e.g. biosensing, nanomedicine, etc.).
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